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1 Introduction
• Metathesis is an unusual phonological operation
– Metathesis as been called been called sporadic (Powell 1985: 106), irregular (Montreuil 1981: 67), or altogether nonexistent (Webb, 1974)
– But, productive metathesis has been shown to exist synchronically (Hume 1998;
Blevins and Garrett 1998; McCarthy 2000; Hume 2001, a.o.)
– The question is how to analyze it, not if it exists
• Main claim: Metathesis is gestural overlap, not transposition
• We present two case studies of languages with productive, synchronic metathesis
– Sevillian Spanish (/sC/ → [Ch] metathesis)
– Uab Meto (/CV/ → [VC] metathesis)
– Metathesis in these languages is truly phonological, since it is predictable based on
surface phonotactics alone
• Analyzing metathesis as gestural overlap leads us to make a division between early and
late phonology
• Secondary claim (a): Phonology is bifurcated into two strata: early and late
– Early phonology uses atomic representations (e.g. stress grids, segments, etc.)
– Late phonology uses gestural representations
– We argue that late phonology is not accessible to early phonology
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• Secondary claim (b): Metathesis is strictly late phonology
• What does it mean for metathesis to be late phonology?
(a) Metathesis manipulates gestures directly – not segments
(b) Gestural representations are late, and are not accessible by early, abstract representations (e.g. segments)
• We find evidence that metathesis is late phonology in the following domains:
1. Phonetic gradience.
– We get phonetically intermediate forms
– We get increased coarticulation with adjacent segments
– Both of these are consistent with analyzing metathesis as overlap rather than
transposition
2. Invisibility to other phonology.
– Metathesis doesn’t change the perception of syllable weight for stress assignment (Sevillian Spanish)
– Metathesis doesn’t change what is counts as a coda or vowel hiatus (Uab Meto)
– Other phonology acts like nothing has transposed

2 Case Study 1: Sevillian Spanish (CC metathesis)
• Sevillian Spanish has productive CC metathesis in /s/ + voiceless stop clusters (Torreira,
2007; O’Neill, 2010; Torreira, 2012; Ruch and Harrington, 2014; Ruch and Peters, 2016,
a.o.)
• In /s ptk/ sequences, /s/ debuccalizes to [h] and variably metathesizes with the following
stop
(2) h-stop → stop-h in Sevillian Spanish
a. /"tSispa/

["tSihpa] → ["tSipha] ‘spark’

b. /"pista/

["pihta] → ["pitha]
["bohke] → ["bokhe]

c. /"boske/

‘track’
‘forest’

• Previous experimental work suggests that speakers treat [Ch] sequences as underlying
/sC/ clusters (Gilbert, 2021), not as aspirated stops (O’Neill, 2009; Gylfadottir, 2015)
2.1 Phonetics
• Previous work has argued that metathesis occurs by gestural realignment (Torreira, 2007;
Parrell, 2012; Torreira, 2012)
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(3) Gestural score for Sevillian metathesis: [h] slides across [t] (following Parrell 2012)
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• Parrell (2012) argues that metathesis may occur due to pressures of gestural coordination:
in-phase ([Ch]) is better than anti-phase ([hC])
• There is phonetic evidence that metathesis occurs by gestural overlap
• There are intermediate forms: [h] can precede /ptk/, follow /ptk/, or split around /ptk/,
as in Figure 1
– Split [hCh] forms constitute about 11% of /sC/ realizations in casual speech (Ruch,
2008, 80)

Figure 1: Spectrogram of [h] split around a voiceless stop (/kosta/ → [kohtha])
• There is coarticulation between [h] and [ptk] in metathesized forms: /ptk/ resist passive
intervocalic voicing, suggesting overlap (O’Neill, 2010)
• Other clusters do not have full metathesis, but still show similar gestural overlap between
/s/ and following segment
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– Intervocalic /bdg/ spirantize to [BDG] in all varieties of Spanish, including Sevillian
– /s bdg/ clusters are more constricted and noisier than intervocalic /bdg/ (Gilbert,
2020; Romero, 1995) (Figures 2-3)
– Suggests similar process of gestural realignment via overlap, even though does not
look like metathesis on the surface

Figure 2: Intensity contour in /rebajas/

Figure 3: Intensity contour in /resbala/

2.2 Phonological interactions
• Metathesis does not change the order of segments
• In experimental work (Gilbert, In preparation), I test the interaction between stress and
metathesis using weight-sensitive restrictions on Spanish stress:
(4) Antepenultimate stress is prohibited when the penult is heavy (Harris, 1983)
• Metathesis changes syllable structure ([s.C] → [.Ch])
(5) /"mis.ti.ko/

H́LL

[mi.thi.ko]

ĹLL

• Mismatch between underlying weight and surface weight could affect stress assignment
• Results from the nonce word stress judgement task:
– For words with antepenultimate stress, listeners prefer words with penults that are
underlyingly light and surface light (Table 1a), over words with penults that are underlyingly heavy and surface light (Table 1b)
Table 1: Prefer: UR and surface-light (a) > UR-heavy and surface-light penult (b)
a. /lumafato/ /LLLL/
b. /lumafasto/ /LLHL/
[lu"mafato] [LĹLL] >
[lu"mafatho] [LĹLL]
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– For words with antepenultimate stress, listeners equally dislike words with penults
that are underlyingly heavy and surface heavy (Table 2a) and words with penults
that are underlyingly heavy and surface light (Table 2b)
Table 2: No preference between UR and surface-heavy (a) vs. UR-heavy and surface-light (b)
a. /lumafanto/ /LLHL/
b. /lumafasto/ /LLHL/
[lu"mafanto] [LĹHL] =
[lu"mafatho] [LĹLL]
• What matters is the weight in the UR, not on the surface
– Surface light penults [CV.CV.ChV] that come from underlying heavy penults /CV.CVS.CV/
are treated as heavy.
• Stress behaves as if metathesis has not occurred; metathesis is invisible to stress
• This opaque stress-metathesis interaction is applied productively to nonce words
2.3 Summary of Sevillian CC metathesis
• Occurs via gestural overlap:
– Phonetically intermediate forms (e.g. [hth])
– Coarticulation between [h] and [ptk] in fully metathesized forms (resistence to intervocalic voicing)
• Occurs late in the phonology:
– Stress assignment is not affected by metathesis, which changes surface syllable structure

3 Case Study 2: Uab Meto (CV metathesis)
• Uab Meto (Austronesian, West Timor) has productive CV metathesis that is prosodically
driven (Mooney, 2021)
• To reduce stress lapses, the final syllable of a root may truncate
• In most cases, this causes the truncated vowel to coalesce leftwards onto the previous
syllable
(6)
(7)
(8)

a. /"manus/

→ "manus

‘betel vine’

σ́σ → σ́σ

b. /"manus-es/

>
→ "maUns-es

‘a betel vine’

σ́σσ → σ́σ

a. /ba"kaseP/

→ ba"kaseP

‘horse’

σ́σ → σ́σ

b. /ba"kaseP-e/

>
→ ba"kaesP-e

‘the horse’

σ́σσ → σ́σ

a. /Pa-"mepo-t/

→ Pa-"mepo-t

‘worker’

σσ́σ → σσ́σ

b. /Pa-"mepo-t-in/

>
→ Pa-"meop-t-in

‘workers’

σσ́σσ → σσ́σ
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>
c. /Pa-"mepo-t-in-e/ → Pa-"meop-t-in-e
‘the workers’

σσ́σσσ → σσ́σσ

• Similar to Sevillian Spanish, this metathesis is best analyzed as gestural overlap that occurs late
3.1 Phonetics
• Like Sevillian Spanish, Uab Meto metathesis can produce intermediate forms

> ]
– e.g. /manu/ → [maUnu
“

• We can understand this as a case of imperfect overlap
– The [u] gesture slides leftwards, but part of it remains after the [n]
(9) Gestural score for Uab Meto metathesis
m

a

n

m a

u

u n

→

> ∼ maUn
>
maUnu
“

manu

> s-es])
Figure 4: Spectrogram of gradual metathesis (/manus-es/ → [maUnu
“

• Intermediate forms like this are common in fast, running speech
– Similar forms have also been reported for Kwara’ae (Heinz 2005:37) and Leti (Renhard Saupia, p.c.)
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• Even when metathesis appears complete, Meto metathesis creates sequences with increased consonant-vowel coarticulation
• A metathesized CVCV → CVVC form will have more C/V overlap than an underlying CVVC
form, shown in (10a)-(10b)
– The underlying CVVC form has little vowel-consonant overlap, and so /s/ is not
palatalized in (10a)
– The /s/ and /i/ fully overlap during metathesis in (10b), and so the sibilant may be
palatalized
(10) CV metathesis increases consonant-vowel coarticulation
*taIsj

a. taI-s

‘sarong’

b. t>
aIsj ∼ t>
aIs

‘sea (phrase-medial)’ cf. tasi

‘sea (phrase-final)’

• If metathesis were transposition, we would not expect to see higher-than-normal overlap
in these sequences, because the segments should be perfectly reordered
• What’s actually happening here is that the core precedence relations are unchanged – the
vowel still ends after the consonant
3.2 Phonological interactions
• In the phonology, we also see evidence that Meto metathesis does not truly change precedence relations, and instead is better analyzed as coalescing gestural overlap
• I examine data from two areas:
i. metathesis cannot create true codas
ii. metathesis cannot resolve vowel hiatus violations
Codas
• In Meto, word-final codas are only permitted when they occur after a phonological phrase’s
primary stress
• Word-final codas that are pretonic will be deleted, as in (11):
(11) Pretonic Coda Deletion
a. /tai-s metan/
b.
c.
d.
e.

→ [t>
aI "metan]

‘black sarong’

/kokIs moloP/
→ [k>
oIk "moloP]
> "lele]
/Pa-mepo-t lele/ → [Pa-meop
/fof leko/
→ [fo "leko]
> "mutiP]
/snaen mutiP/
→ [snae
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‘yellow bread’
‘field worker’
‘good smell’
‘white sand’

• However, metathesized codas are mysteriously immune to this restriction, as in (12)
(12) No Coda Deletion in Metathesized Forms
a. /tasi metan/

→ [t>
aIs "metan]

*[t>
aI "metan]

b. /manu mutiP/

> "mutiP] ‘white chicken’
→ [maUn

> "mutiP]
*[maU

c. /kolo-Pane/

→ [kol-"Pane]

‘finch’

*[ko-"Pane]

d. /napan moloP/

→ [nap "moloP]

‘yellow butterfly’ *[na "moloP]

‘black sea’

• I take this as evidence that metathesis does not create a coda that can be recognized by
early phonology
• Phonetically, this makes sense, because these consonants are not truly word-final
– We saw in Section 3.1 that metathesized vowels actually end after the consonant, as
in (13)
Overlapping (metathesized) VC

vs.

Underlying VC Sequences

u n

u

n

(13)

• Phonology can recognize the difference between metathesized VC and underlying VC sequences
• Only underlying VC sequences are treated as codas
• Early phonology treats metathesized words (e.g. /tasi/ → [t>
aIs]) as if no metathesis has
occurred
Hiatus resolution
• Another area that supports metathesis as gestural overlap is hiatus resolution
• In Uab Meto, vowel hiatus is not permitted across a morpheme boundary (*V-V)
• This invariably triggers consonant epenthesis, shown in (14). Epenthetic consonants are
underlined.
(14) Consonant epenthesis resolves vowel hiatus

Kotos Amarasi, Oekabiti speaker

‘the cat’

b. /fatu-e/

>
→ meog-e
>
→ fautg-e

‘the stone’

>
*[faut-e]

c. /kero-e/

>
→ keorg-e

‘the monkey’

>
*[keor-e]

d. /tasi-e/

→ taisg-e

‘the sea’

*[tais-e]

a. /meo-e/

>
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>

>

e. /roti-e/

→ roitg-e

‘the bread’

>

*[roit-e]

>
• Why isn’t metathesis enough? (e.g. *[faUt-e]
)
• Answer: Meto metathesis is not transposition, and so metathesized vowels are still in their
original positions
• This means that metathesis does not affect the vowel hiatus violation, and so epenthesis
is still needed
• By contrast, this is a problem for transposition-based analyses
• In OT, a transposition-based analysis will generally predict either metathesis or epenthesis, but not both
– The desired candidate d. is harmonically bound by candidates b. ([*fatug-e]) and c.
>
([*faUt-e]
)

(15)

/fatu-e/
a. fatu-e
,b. fatug-e
>
,c. faUt-e
>
/d. faUtg-e

*V-V

D EP-C

L IN

*!
*
*

*
*

• To correct this, we would need to appeal to a serial derivation or output-output faithfulness
• In the overlap analysis, this behavior is not problematic: metathesis doesn’t change order,
so vowel hiatus will need a different type of repair
3.3 Summary of Uab Meto CV metathesis
• Uab Meto CV metathesis has the hallmarks of gestural overlap:
– intermediate forms
– increased coarticulation for metathesized segments
• Other phonological operations carry on as if all segments are in their underlying order
• This suggests that Uab Meto metathesis is late, in the sense that its output cannot feed
into other phonology
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4 Discussion
• We have observed that productive, synchronic metathesis has two properties:
a. it shows phonetic evidence of overlap
b. it does not affect other phonology
• We argue that this is not a coincidence, but a consequence of metathesis being late
• What does this connection tell us about the architecture of phonology?
(i) Late phonology operates on gestures
(ii) Gesture-based operations — to which metathesis belongs — are not visible to stress
assignment
(iii) Early phonology cannot be fed by metathesis
• We make the following strong (and testable) predictions for synchronic metathesis:
– Prediction 1: We should see evidence of gestural overlap or phonetically intermediate forms
– Prediction 2: No language should have predictable phonological metathesis that
shifts stress
• In a survey of other languages, we also found that stress (=early phonology) always precedes synchronic metathesis
– e.g. Balangao (Yoon, 2012; Canfield, 2016); Cherokee (Blevins and Garrett, 1998);
Faroese (Seo and Hume, 2001); Gujarati (Cardona, 1965; Yoon, 2012); Kwara’ae (Sohn,
1980; Heinz, 2005); Leti (van Engelenhoven, 2004; Hume, 1998); Lithuanian (Kenstowicz, 1971; Seo and Hume, 2001); and Nivacle (Gutiérrez, 2020)
• Metathesis patterns that appear to be exceptions to our predictions are morphologically
restricted, and could be analyzed as infixation
– e.g. Arabic (McCarthy, 1989), Maltese (Hume, 1991), Georgian (Butskhrikidze and
van de Weijer, 2003), Fur (Jakobi, 1989), Basaa (Hume, 2004), among others
4.1 Alternatives
• L INEARITY and O-O faithfulness: In Parallel OT, L INEARITY or adjacency-preserving constraints could compel metathesis, and phonetic gradience could arise through outputoutput faithfulness
– But: LINEARITY is known to overgenerate (McCarthy, 2000)
• Serialism: In a framework like Harmonic Serialism, intermediate derivational steps can
produce phonetic gradience
10

– But: this predicts that any phonological process derived serially should have the possibility for phonetic gradience
• Lexical phonology: If we assume a lexical/postlexical divide in phonological rules, then
metathesis could be strictly postlexical
– But: metathesis cannot cross morpheme boundaries in Uab Meto, which suggests it
occurs before bracket erasure and therefore must not be postlexical

5 Conclusion
• Metathesis is late and fake
• Metathesis is late phonology:
– It operates over gestures, producing intermediate forms and increased overlap
– It is invisible to other phonology
• Metathesis is fake because it results from gestural overlap, not transposition of atomic
segments
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